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Outline

•Motivations
− Nuclear security
− Nonproliferation
− Criticality safety
− Energy
− Basic science

•R-matrix formalism & EDAf90 code
•Overview of (𝜶, z) evaluations [z = n, p, d, t, 3He, 𝜶]
• 17O system evaluation progress report:
− 13C(𝜶,n) evaluated data

Myriad, high-impact; but we
won't talk about these today
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Processes:
Elastic: ; 
Inelastic:  
Reaction: 

Compound system 
 

 
 

Channels

Light-element R-matrix evaluation
Overview
•Main objective
− Provide continuous (energy, energy-angle) 

representations of nuclear scattering and 
reaction cross section data

•Theoretical basis [Wigner&Eisenbud ’47]
− Quantum theory: unitary; causal; analytic
− Unitarity: exp’l QA/UQ
− Causal: ensures resonance parameter fidelity
− Analyticity: threshold physics is right
− Relativistic kinematics

•Why do “evaluation”?
− Correlate observables for processes coupled 

to particular compound system
§ ~105 data points (0, ~10) MeV < ~102 pars

− Adjust for systematics in different 
experiments: e.g. resolution; norm; etc.

•High-fidelity data descriptions
− ~30 compound systems

§ NN, 3H, 3He, 4He, 5He, 6Li, 7Li, 
8Li, ..., 17O, ..., 29Si
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Light-element R-matrix evaluation
R-matrix formalism

Interior region 
 

Channel surface 
 

Exterior region 
 

 
 

Text

Optimize 

Solution/Postprocessing 
1) Construct ENDF-6

formatted evaluated data file 
2) Covariance data 

3) Post-process break-up
spectra with SPECT code

Data 
e.g. EXFOR/CSIRS 

Processes: elastic, inelastic,
transfer, break-up,... 

Unpolarized: 
 

Polarized: 

EDA R-matrix
evaluation
procedure 

YES

NO

R-matrix 
 

Initial guess: 

T-matrix 
 

Observables 
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Light-element R-matrix evaluation
Evaluation process

1.EDAf90 code handles all types of data [sources: EXFOR/CSISRS; publications; priv. comm.]
− total, integrated, diff’l, polarized, unpolarized; neutron- and CP-induced: (n,z), (p,z), (d,z), (t,z), (𝜶,z), ...

2.EDAf90 handles all the compound system (e.g.: 17O) data simultaneously
3. Optimization over parameters simultaneously fits all the data with the same parameters
4.EDAf90à ENDF-6 formatted ENDF/B libraries for processing to CE & MG libraries
5. Testing & evaluation by hand; future: automate

Observation
 Single experiment 

observations 
 of yield 

 Unpolarized:  
 Polarization: 

 
e.g. , 

Compilation 
 Combination of single-

experiment differential data
(EXFOR/CSISRS) 

 Compound-system data
deck 

e.g.: 

 
RULE: Include all data

Evaluation 
 Determination of initial

parameters ( ) from
known/guessed resonance
structure (ENSDF, TUNL-

NDEP) 
 Optimization of 

Reaction Data
 Energy, angle, energy-angle
dependent data formatting 
 Formats: ENDF-6, GNDS,

etc.

Structure & Decay Data 
 Resonance properties: 

 
 Formats: RIPL, ENSDF, ANR
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Projectile\Target 1H 2H 3H 3He 4He 6Li 7Li

n 2020 VIII.0 VIII.0 VIII.0 VIII.0 2020 VIII.0

p 2020 VIII.0 VIII.0 VIII.0 2020 VIII.0 VIII.0
d VIII.0 VIII.0 2020 VIII.0a VIII.0 VIII.0
t VIII.0 VIII.0 2020 VIII.0 TENDL19

h(3He) VIII.0 VIII.0 VIII.0 TENDL19
↵ VIII.0 TENDL19 TENDL19

Table 4: Updated CP2020 NCS evaluated data entries show designations for evaluated nuclear
cross section data for scattering and reactions of neutron projectiles and CP projectiles (shown
in rows) on light-element isotopes (columns). The entries ENDF/B-VIII.0 indicate the latest,
release version of the NNDC evaluated NCS library. Local, updated versions are designated ‘2020’
and described in the text. The entries labeled TENDL19 are taken from Ref.[10].a) Phase space
spectra added to this evaluation for CP2020.

We consider each target nuclide (columns in Table 4) for the neutron-induced reactions the re-
mainder of this subsection.11

1. 1H †: This new evaluation for CP2020 is an extension, with respect to the previous ENDF/B-
VIII.0 evaluation, of the upper-limit of the incident projectile energy. The previous ENDF/B-
VIII.0 evaluation, summarized in Table 71, consists of total, elastic, capture, and deuteron
photo-disintegration cross sections, with covariances, up to 20 MeV of the NN system:
nn, np, pp, and d� data, simultaneously fit. The CP2020 evaluation, Figs. 5 and 6 extends
the incident neutron energy range to 50 MeV and designated in the top row of Table 4 as
‘2020.’

2. 2H: The CP2020 evaluated data is based upon ENDF/B-VIII.0, which contains total, elastic,
nonelastic (MT=3), (n, 2n) and capture [(n, �)] cross section data, as shown in Table 51. The
evaluation is a hybrid of an R-matrix fit below neutron incident energy (En) 3.2 MeV and
other methods (FKK/GNASH/GSCAN), which take the evaluation to 150 MeV. The
MF=4 data was migrated to MF=6 to facilitate processing to the MG representation.

3. 3H: The neutron-triton (n+3 H) CP2020 evaluation, taken from ENDF/B-VIII.0 (see Table
55), is part of the A = 4 compound system evaluation, a simultaneous analysis of 4H ⇠ n+3H
and 4Li ⇠ p+3He, its isospin partner, which is driven by the R-matrix analysis of the p+3He
data. The (Coulomb-shifted) parameters of the 4Li fit have been used to predict total and
elastic cross sections and angular distributions of 3H(n, n)3H from En sub-thermal to 20
MeV. The (n, 2n) threshold, En ⇡ 8.4 MeV has been taken into account approximately in
the R-matrix fit through quasi-two-body coupling to the nn+ d and nn+ d0 channels.

11A dagger (†) after the target nuclide indicates an IAEA Standards[45] cross section, which can indicate signif-
icant e↵ort and comprehensive uncertainty quantification in the Standards energy range, here p(n, n)p from 1 keV
to 20 MeV.

An Equal Opportunity Employer / Managed by Triad National Security, LLC for the U.S. Department of Energy’s NNSA

Light-element evaluations
Overview
•All compound systems A<20 (and a few above)
•Recent work in 2020/2021 (Charged-particle transport libraries FY20 L2 Milestone)

11B (a+7Li, a+7Li*, 8Be+t, n+10B); 11C (a+7Be, p+10B)

12C (8Be+a, p+11B)

13C (n+12C, n+12C*)

14C (n+13C)

15N (p+14C, n+14N, a+11B)

16O (g+16O, a+12C)

17O (n+16O, a+13C)

18Ne (p+17F, p+17F*, a+14O)
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17O Preliminary evaluation
Preliminary results

•Configuration: channels, R-matrix parameters
•Observed data in data deck
− Channels: (n,n0), (n,n2), (𝜶,n0), (𝜶,n1), (𝜶,n)
− Types: total, integrated, differential, polarization [Ay, Pn]

•New data
− Ciani et al. (2021) (𝜶,n0)
− Brandenburg & Meisel (2021) (𝜶,n)
− Febbraro, DeBoer et al. (2020) (𝜶,n0), (𝜶,n1)

17O system channel/pars
• # channels: 45
• J𝝅=1/2±, ..., 11/2±

• # parameters
• E𝜆: 81 level energies
• 𝛾𝜆,c: 322 reduced widths

• # Normalizations
• nM: 95 norm scales
• 𝛥EM: 4 shift factors

Channel ac(fm) `max

n+16
O(0

+
;gs) 4.40 4

↵+13
C(

1
2

�
; gs) 5.40 5

n1+
16
O(0

+
; 6.05 MeV) 5.00 3

n2+
16
O(3

�
; 6.13 MeV) 5.00 2

Reaction Range En,

E↵ (MeV)

Ndat Observables

16
O(n, n)16O (0.0, 7.0) 2,909 �tot,�,

�(✓), Ay(✓)
16
O(n, n2)

16
O(3

�
; 6.13 MeV) (6.6, 8.8) 45 �(✓)

13
C(↵,↵)13C (2.0, 5.7) 1,397 �(✓)

13
C(↵, n)16O (.23, 8.0) 1,054 �r

13
C(↵, n0)

16
O(0

+
; gs ) (1.0, 6.5) 3,116 �,�(✓)

13
C(↵, n1)

16
O(0

+
; 6.05 MeV) (5.1, 5.6) 113 �,�(✓)

Total 8,634 5 types

1
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17O Preliminary evaluation
Preliminary results: (𝜶,n0)

13c(4he,n)16o dσ/dΩ E=    5.275 MeV
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17O Preliminary evaluation
Preliminary results: (𝜶,n1)

13c(4he,n)16o1 dσ/dΩ E=    5.466 MeV
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17O Preliminary evaluation
Preliminary results: low energy

EDA 81

http://calteches.library.caltech.edu/3616/1/Fusion.pdf

There is a nice photo of Steve, Charlie Barnes, TR Wang, and the polycube detector. Steve finished his
postdoc without writing up the 13C(↵, n) and left the field for a computer job. Not long after, I started
working on the 13C(d, n) [and 14C(d, n)] with Ralph Kavanagh. As part of this project, we made a
careful measurement of the 13C(↵, n) cross section with the same targets. The idea was that this would
also be helpful for Steve K, since he had not done a careful normalization yet. This work is described in
Brune & Kavanagh, PRC 45, 1382 (1992).

MWP comment: Brune & Kavanagh give �(13C(↵, n); E↵ ' 1.000 MeV) = 146(7) µb.
Compare this with the following table of values:

Experiment E↵ [MeV] �(↵,n) [µb] 1.000 MeV
KRL (Brune 1992) 1.0000 146(7) 146(7)
ORNL (Bair 1973) 1.0033 198(3) 179(4)
Stuttgart (Drotle� 1993) 0.9939 169(2) 187(3)
Bochum (Harissopulos 2005) 0.994 116(5) 136(7)
Bochum (Harissopulos 2005) 1.005 152(6) �
KRL (Kellogg 1989) 0.9998 125(6) 126(8)

Measurements of �(↵,n)(E↵ = 1.0 MeV) for laboratory incident energies given in the first
column, the value quoted in the second column, and the values linearly interpolated from the
tabular data in the experiment’s publication in the right-most column. No re-normalization
factors have been applied to these values. In particular, the ORNL value of Bair & Haas[37]is
quoted as originally presented without the 0.8 factor mentioned in their Note added in proof.

In March/April 1991, the lab had a visitor, Isabelle Licot, a graduate student from Belgium. We did a
project to measure the (↵, n) and (↵, �) for two known narrow states in 17O. We succeeded with the
(↵, n), but only set limits for (↵, �). We also confirmed the normalization in Brune/Kavanagh (1992).
Isabelle was supposed to write this up, but that didn’t happen, so Kavanagh wrote the paper. Also, it
was clear by this time the Steve Kellogg was never going to publish his data. So we put that in as well,
in sort of a sneaky way. We referred to his BAPS abstract and private communication, and put the data
in, normalizing it to our cross section scale. Not great, but better than nothing. We also dropped the
lowest couple of data points, since for those the analyses of background and target deterioration were
more subtle and we were not in a position to vouch for that. This work is published in Brune, Licot, and
Kavanagh, PRC 48, 3119 (1993)[38].

Starting perhaps in late 1991, a project to measure 9Be(↵, n) was begun, led by Kavanagh’s other
student, Pat Wrean. One thing that was realized right away is that the previous low-energy measurement,
Davids, NP A110, 619 (1968) (also done at Caltech), had a major energy calibration problem, a 15- or
20-keV o�set in the position of a narrow resonance. Davids also reported 13C(↵, n) in the same paper
from the same setup, and those data must su�er from the same problem. So I think there is a good reason
to be suspicious (shall we say) of the Davids data. The 9Be(↵, n) work is published in Wrean, Brune,
and Kavanagh, PRC 49, 1205 (1994)[39].

Another thing that we began to understand at this time was that energy dependence of the e�ciency
of the polycube was not a trivial matter. Although the neutrons produced by 13C(↵, n) are similar
(depending on ↵ energy) to those from 252Cf , they are not the same. Over the next several years, Pat,
Ralph, and I worked pretty hard in the lab and on the computer to understand this. As far as neutron
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17O Preliminary evaluation scope
Preliminary results
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Conclusion
•Main task in CY2021
− complete 17O evaluation for En~ 10 MeV

§ Check for additional low-energy (< 7 MeV) data
§ Incorporate (n,𝜶) data
§ Check consistency of included data with normalization/energy-shift factors
§ Provide low-energy extrapolation for (𝜶,n) 
§ Publish R-matrix parameters (level energies, reduced widths, channel radii and BC)

•Ongoing work on (𝜶,n) evaluations
− 2à2 body reactions

§ 3H(𝜶,n)6Li [E𝜶 ~ 11 MeV]
§ 7Li(𝜶,n)10B [E𝜶 ~ 4.5 MeV]
§ 6He*(𝜶,n)9Be [Q>0]
§ 8Li*(𝜶,n)11B [Q>0] (no 12B system evaluation yet)
§ 9Be(𝜶,n)12C [Q>0]

• Future capabilities
− Larger A > 20 compound systems

§ 19F(𝜶,n)22Na(2.3 MeV); 14N(𝜶,n)17F(6 MeV); 15N(𝜶,n)18F(8 MeV)
− 2à3 body reactions

§ 13C(𝜶,n𝛾)16O
§ 2H(𝜶,np)4He [E𝜶 ~ 6 MeV]
§ 9Be(𝜶,n)34He [E𝜶 ~ 2.2 MeV]


